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Slide credits and notes
I These slides were created by Dr. Mhaskar.
I Minor modifications/additions by Kevin Dunn.

I Words in purple are definitions
I Words in this colour are hyperlinks
I Other colours are to emphasize points

I Version numbering: first page shows an integer
version number, and refers to each revision;
also includes the month and year for reference.

I File names: 2013-3K4-class-01B.pdf

implies today, which is week 1 of the term,
second class (1A, 1B, 1C, 2A, 2B etc)

I Also used on course website
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What we are going to learn here

Review of chemistry and chemical engineering topics

I Rate of reaction

I Mole balances

I Batch reactors

I Continuous Tank Reactors (CSTRs)

I Tubular reactors

I Packed-bed reactors
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Rate of reaction

I Chemical reactions are said to occur when
species lose their identity, e.g. by
decomposition, combination or isomerization.

I A −→ B + C
I A + B −→ C + D

I

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isomerization]

I Rate of reaction is expressed as the rate of
formation of products.
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Rate of reaction
By definition:

rj is defined as the rate of formation
of species j per unit volume

I formation ≡ generation
I Consider the reaction

A + B −→ C + D

I rA is the number of moles of species A formed per

unit time per unit volume

[
mol

L.s

]
or

[
mol

m3.s

]
I rA < 0 in this case; yes, the sign is important for

reaction rates
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Rate of reaction
By definition:

rj is defined as the rate of formation
of species j per unit volume

I disappeared ≡ consumed
I Consider the reaction

A + B −→ C + D

I −rA (now a positive quantity) is the number of
moles of species A disappearing per unit time per

unit volume

[
mol

L.s

]
or

[
mol

m3.s

]
I −rA > 0 in this case
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What affects −rA ?
I Reaction rate is an intensive property −

function of concentration and temperature, but
not size or configuration of reactor.

I Thermo recall: an intensive property does not
depend on the size or scale of the system.
These are great properties to deal with: they
apply whether we are dealing with

25m × 5m

or

∼ 1 to 5µm
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What affects −rA ?

I Generally:
1. temperature, T
2. concentration, Cj

3. pressure (for gas systems we generally use pressure
instead of concentration), Pj

4. catalysts (we won’t consider this for now)

I Rate law is an algebraic expression of the form

−rA =

(
kA(T )

)(
f (CA,CB , . . .)

)
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Analyzing −rA dependence

I A bank lends money at the rate of 5%. Does
the interest depend on the amount borrowed?

I No, the interest rate is independent of the
amount borrowed
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Analyzing −rA dependence

I Does the “amount” of reaction depend on the
volume, i.e. the size of the system, etc?

I No, the reaction rate is independent of the
volume.

I The number of moles per unit volume
determines concentration, which in turn
determines the rate.

I So there is a dependence on the concentration,
but not on the volume.
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Examples of reaction rate expressions
For

A −→ products

we might have
−rA = kCA

or
−rA = kC 2

A

or

−rA = k
k1CA

1 + k2CA

and many others are possible.

The last equation is common in bioreactor systems.
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How do we obtain these rate expressions?

I Structure of the rate expression is guided by
theory; trial and error testing

I We obtain the parameters from experiments
(covered later)

I e.g. −rA = kC n
A

I determine k and n from experimental data
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The general mole balance equation
We will use this over and over in the course. Let’s
understand this.

A mole balance on species j at any instant of time
t, in an arbitrary system volume (Vi):

F
jo

F
j

N
j

 V
i
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The general mole balance equation
A mole balance (not a mass balance) on species j
at any instant of time t:

In + Generated− Out = Accumulated


Rate of flow

of j into
the system

(moles/time)

+


Rate of generation

of j by chemical
reaction within

the system
(moles/time)

−


Rate of flow
of j out of
the system

(moles/time)

 =


Rate of

accumulation
of j within
the system

(moles/time)


Fj0 + Gj − Fj =

dNj

dt

I Gj =
moles

time
= rj · V =

moles

(time)(volume)
· volume

I Why don’t we have a term for “consumed”? 13



The general mole balance equation

I We can subdivide the region into many
subvolumes (M of them), and for each
subvolume i = 1, 2, . . .M :

∆Gji = rji∆Vi

∆Gji is the rate of generation of j within
subvolume i (chosen to be small enough so
that all variables are constant, and therefore
the reaction rate is the same in the subvolume)
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The general mole balance equation

I Then

Gj =
M∑
1

∆Gji =
M∑
1

rji∆Vi

an in the limit as ∆Vi → 0 and M →∞

Gj =

∫
V

rj dV

giving

Fj0 − Fj +

∫
V

rj dV =
dNj

dt
(1-4)
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The general mole balance equation
I Note:

∫
V

rj dV ←− the rj term is a function

of V and cannot be taken out of the integral.

I Wait a minute: you said “Reaction rate is an
intensive property” (slide 6), not a function of
the volume/size/scale of the system
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The general mole balance equation

I If all the system variables (temperature,
pressure, concentration, etc.) are uniform
throughout the volume, V , only then can the
reaction rate be taken out:

I More correct to write: rj(V )

Gj =

∫
V

rj(V )dV = rj

∫
V

dV = rj · V

moles

time
=

moles

(time)(volume)
· volume
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The general mole balance equation

I Now, let’s apply to various reactor types

I next class
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